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Voice Control Previous Song

Elliot Gould:   I am wondering who the self-help gurus of today are. And what of the tragic,    
                                melancholy and conflicted protagonists we stream, steal and wait for on a    
                                weekly basis. 

Jules Fieffer:   SICK, SICK, SICK: A guide to non-confident living.

Other Patsy:   But they’re funny?

[Phone rings: Heavy Breathing]

Elliot Gould:  Protagonists that speak around us, not to us. CIA agents with bi-polar, others    
                                hunted by Russians and consistently working underground and outside of    
                                the law but devout to the State and free to torture, teachers with terminal    
                                cancer making amphetamines, bumbling Veep’s, OCD detectives with    
                                problematic pasts and long distance lovers that smoke too much. Daytime    
                                drama and solo speeches. One character played by four actors, pondering out    
                                loud (pol?) alone what their next move might be. Internal dialogues    
               verbalised. Actors acting as ventriloquist dolls with moving mouths. Audible    
               silence. An over articulated space where image is no longer considered    
              interpretable. Absent protagonists, internal monologues, Operating Systems.

Other Patsy:  I don’t know where you are. But you can show me. Go to Settings, tap    
                 Privacy, tap Location Services and turn it on. Then scroll to Siri and turn that    
                 on, too.

[Phone rings: Heavy Breathing]

Patsy Newquist: I am always smiling.

Other Patsy:   While a Pianola plays a soliloquy.
   What’s the difference between soliloquy and commentary? 

Alfred Gould:  You’ve stopped smiling Patsy.

Other Patsy:   I am not really sure. If I am cyncial — dramatic device v capital venture. If I    
                                         am not — self-reflection v genuflection. Bowing before a superior, perhaps    
                           even when the superior is a narrative, a collective of which you were part.    
              When the man presses play on the cassette recorder the magnetic tape plays    
              someone’s father reading someone’s son’s prior declarations - artists  
              statements. Professionalism and extras — actors who are extras, and features    
              that are extras for a feature. Commentary so as to avoid Oedipus or    
              deconsecrating the church. A sermon by a father to return the space to the    
              state. Reversals and returns. In the recording the narrative arc, has no arc.    
             The statements, recorded declarations can potentially be played on repeat.    
             An analysis for a practice, or a type of diagnosis, but hardly a way of working or 
   even a working through. They are a dialogue for a solo. A heightened awareness 
   of the isolated individual attempting to be certain and less vulnerable. An 
   arrangement of words, the construction of meaning. 

[Long Pause and on the television screen Jean Luc Goddard’s Weekend is playing]

Other Patsy:  We’re doing it here. Again. While a Pianola plays a soliloquy.

[Phone rings: Heavy Breathing]

Other Patsy:   Some things you can ask me:

   Phone “Call Brian”
   FaceTime “FaceTime Lisa”
   App Launching “Launch Photos’
   Messages “Tell Susan I’ll be right there”
   Calendar “Set up a meeting at 9”
   Weather “Will it be hot today”
   Sports “Did the Giants win?”
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Alfred Gould:   An algorithmic soliloquy. The ubiquitous authority of homogenous design    
                           quietly whispers like the absent protagonist. The aesthetics of critique, 11 pt    
                sans-serif fonts, two-columned knowledge, vertical titles, always-already    
                accessible pdf’s, monochromatic cultural efficiency with an accompanying    
                iPod audio guide. 

[Insert maledicta balloon, movement lines and a grawlix].  

[Camera pans to an unfinshed email which reads: Dear Hito, is it just The Poor Image, or is it also 
The Poor Encounter?]

Conflicts of scale, space and time. The moving image eludes to temporal control. Canon 5D clarity, 
or telecommunications video — moving image homogeneity. Squeaky clean torture porn, or dirty 
excessive porn porn. I need a tripod for my fold-up chair in order to stabilise the image for Liquid 
Crystal Display clarity. A lonely chair. One tripod per camera. Isolated individuals. 

        Voice Control
     
        previous song
                    call
                what song is playing
                    dial
           pause music 

Thomas Bernhardt: In the end, people had turned themselves into art machines.    
                Kunstmaschine.  With nothing in common with human beings, and only    
                seldom reminding you of human beings.

Patsy Newquist: You owe me something! I’ve invested everything I believe in you.  You’ve got    
                                             to let me mould you. Please let me mould you. You’ve got me whining,    
                 begging and crying. I’ve never behaved like this in my life. Will you look at    
                 this? That’s a tear. I never cried in my life.

Other Patsy:   What can I help you with?

[Long Pause:  On the television screen is an infomercial discussing the Top Ten infomercials]

Other Patsy:  Some things you can ask me:
  

   What’s my ETA?
   Tweet great show last night
   Who is near me?
   Find a gas station
   Enable Wi-fi
   Get college football rankings
   What’s my next turn?
   Give me directions home
   Tweet great show last night
   Enable Wi-fi
   Read my new messages
   Enable Wi-fi
   Who is Barack Obama?
   Find coffee near me
   How far away is the sun?

Me:    What are images?

Other Patsy:  “Images” (tap to edit)

   What would you like to search for?

Jules Fieffer:  SICK, SICK, SICK: A guide to non-confident living.

Other Patsy:   “Seek seek seek a cartoon on confident leaving (tap to edit)
  
  
   I’m not sure I understand.

Me:   No! SICK, SICK, SICK: A guide to non-confident living.

Other Patsy:  “No seek seek seek God to nonconfidence leaving” (tap to edit)

   I’m really not equipped to answer such questions. 


